The Writing/Editing Process
Step 1: Writer drafts his/her story (first draft stage)

Step 2: Writer sets his/her manuscript aside for a period of days
or weeks (this is important in order to gain perspective on the
writing and story)

Step 3: Writer redrafts his/her story (second draft stage)

Developmental editing: Once the writer can no longer do
anymore with the manuscript on his/her own, they may choose to
work with a developmental editor. A developmental editor looks
at all aspects of story: plot, pacing, characterisation, etc and
whether they are used effectively within the book in question.
Sometimes, a developmental editor may also help a writer to
develop his/her ideas in relation to a book or story.
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Developmental editing, stage 1: Developmental editing consists
of two stages. The first stage involves a “quick read” where the
editor reads through the story much as a reader would. At the
end of this stage the editor will make notes on any strengths,
weaknesses and inconsistencies they notice.

After the initial read through, it’s necessary to gain distance
from the manuscript, to enable the editor to reflect on their
reading experience.

Developmental editing, stage 2: Once this reflection has been
accomplished, the developmental editor goes back to the
manuscript and begins a second, close read. This involves making
comments on the manuscript itself regarding areas which need
strengthening and raising questions about the work.
After this second close read has been done, the editor then
summarises their thoughts in an editorial letter. This is also
known as “the critique”.

Developmental editing wrap-up: Once the developmental edit is
finished, the work goes back to the author who reads through
all of the comments and letter and makes decisions about what
they’d like to change, expand and/or cut. This may or may not be
in consultation with the editor (it’s the author’s decision how
they wish to proceed).
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Redrafting: The author then redrafts and makes changes to the
work.

The author may then choose to undergo additional rounds of
developmental editing should they feel this to be helpful.

After all of the developmental editing and associated rewriting
has been completed, an author may choose one of two paths,
depending on what they are intending to do with the work.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Path 1 - approaching literary agents or
small publishing houses
no further editing is required. It’s likely that if the author is
taken on by a literary agent or small publisher, that the agent
and/or publisher would undertake any further editing
themselves, according to their specific house guidelines.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Path 2 – self-publishing
If an author is looking to self-publish, it’s highly recommended
that further rounds of editing are undertaken, in order to
reduce the likelihood of errors occurring in the text.
Remember: developmental editing looks at character, pace
and plot predominantly. Although a developmental editor
may also spot grammatical inconsistencies and misspellings,
they are not trained copy editors or proofreaders!
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Line editing: After developmental editing an author my wish to
have line editing carried out. Line editing looks at the writing on
a line by line and paragraph by paragraph level. This stage of
editing is all about the language and ensuring that the work
reads well.

Copy editing: A copy editor is concerned with grammar, spelling
and punctuation. They will ensure your writing is free of
technical errors. This is an important step towards creating a
professional product which your readers will value.

Proofreading: a final check of the work, prior to publishing. A
proofreader catches blatant inconsistencies, typos and
formatting errors.

Once all of these steps have been carried out satisfactorily, you
are ready to publish. Congratulations!
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